
A A O UE is a new edition by Keren Benbenisty which transforms The 

Burghley Collection catalogue into an artist book. The book consists 

of over 200 unique drawings that were created by disassembling the 

publication and removing most of the printed content from the newly 

emancipated sheets. Unlike traditional drawings, Benbenisty marks by 

removing: Using carefully placed pieces of scotch tape she preserves 

sections of each page, erasing most of the text and much of the photo-

graphic surfaces, She transforms the mass produced imagery into a series 

of ‘pieces unique’ stripped of their bourgeois trimmings. 

The Burghley Collection features a vintage catalogue of Japanese porce-

lains collected by the upper echelons of British Royal society, document-

ing ancient Oriental artifacts according to a Western code of ownership 

and provenance, exposing the influence that Far Eastern culture had on 

Western cultural developments. Since the early imperialistic forays into 

the East, these wares have stood as symbols of the cultural and historical 

exchange between East and the West. 

Benbenisty’s rebound artist book presents a poetic yet violent interven-

tion into the relations which have traditionally defined western appropria-

tions of eastern culture. Her drawing project goes beyond transforming 

mundane, everyday objects into historic artifacts. The new shapes and 

forms revealed both foreshadow and accelerate the porcelain’s decay, 

re-imagining the catalogue as a collection of archeological ruins. The 

resultant works exemplify Walter Benjamin’s notion of a dialectical image, 

charging the work with a political potential that Benjamin ascribed to im-

ages that contained within them a temporal fluxus. By including traces of 

the ‘whole’ object alongside its imagined decay, she exposes the various 

mythological claims that have long defined the ‘orient’, while simultane-

ously challenging these constructs through the elaboration of new nega-

tive spaces. 

The book was launched by Printed Matter on May 14th in New York City. 

About Keren Benbenisty

Keren Benbenisty’s (b. Israel, 1977) work challenges the mutual exclusivity 

of romanticism and conceptualism. Using drawing, video, and installation, 

she creates “contemporary relics” that straddle the contradiction between 

the contemporary and the archaic. Benbenisty moved to Paris in 1998 

where she graduated with honors from the École Nationale Supérieure 

des Beaux-Arts de Paris in 2004. After receiving the Collin LeFranc fel-

lowship in 2003, Benbenisty attended Cal`Arts - The California Institute of 

the Arts in Los Angeles. In 2009, she was a resident at Skowhegan School 

of Painting and Sculpture in Maine, having received the Wallace Reader’s 

Digest Endowment. For her residency at the ISCP - The International 

Studio & Curatorial Program in New York in 2011, Benbenisty received 

funding from The Ostrovsky Family Foundation, and ARTIS. Her work 

Benbenisty’s work has been shown in several group exhibitions in Europe 

and in NY, most recently with a solo exhibition at Francesca Antonini 

ARTE CONTEMPORANEA in Rome.

 About Sternthal Books

Sternthal Books is an art group and book publishing company devoted to 

spreading ideas through visual culture. We believe that art provides all 

people with the power to express ourselves, transform our surroundings, 

and make the world a better place. Our mission is both to help artists 

conceive, produce, and distribute publications to audiences around the 

world. With over fifteen titles in print, we are continuing to develop a va-

riety of digital and printed content, events, pop up shops, and exhibitions 

around the world. 
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Including  a conversation with Maude Jaquin, and an essay by Jessica 

Eisenthal, published in May 2016.
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